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Medical Education

MD, University of Illinois at Chicago College of Medicine - 1979

Residency

Advocate Health Care (Advocate Lutheran General Hospital) - 1982

Fellowship

McGaw Medical Center of Northwestern University - 1984
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American Board of Internal Medicine (Certified)
American Board of Internal Medicine - Endocrinology, Diabetes & Metabolism (Certified)
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Adult Medicine
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Ratings & Reviews
At Northwestern Medicine, our patient’s feedback is important to us. While different care providers have their own
unique strengths, we strive to be as transparent as possible with our quality of care. Read more

Care Provider Ratings

Overall rating
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Friendly & Courteous
5.0 / 5.0 (295 reviews)

Will Recommend to Others
5.0 / 5.0 (293 reviews)

Clear Explanations
5.0 / 5.0 (295 reviews)

Shows Concern
5.0 / 5.0 (295 reviews)

Includes You In Decisions
5.0 / 5.0 (286 reviews)

Explains Medications
5.0 / 5.0 (253 reviews)

Follow-Up Instructions
4.9 / 5.0 (272 reviews)

Easy to Understand
5.0 / 5.0 (294 reviews)

Time Spent With Patient
4.9 / 5.0 (295 reviews)

Confidence in Doctor
5.0 / 5.0 (295 reviews)

Reviews From Patients
303 Reviews
NOVEMBER 8 2019

Very confident and satisfied by the overall care provided by Dr Stolar
NOVEMBER 8 2019

Dr. Stolar is an extremely knowledgeable, skilled, and caring physician.
NOVEMBER 3 2019

I wish you had the choice EXCELLENT instead of just Very Good
OCTOBER 27 2019

As mentioned previously, Dr. Stolar is simply the best when it comes to care and compassion.
OCTOBER 27 2019

truly cares about me as a patient. takes needed time to review and work on any concerns and diagnose
correctly.
OCTOBER 26 2019

I ALWAYS brag about the outstanding care & concern Dr. Stolar has for his patients.
OCTOBER 26 2019

Excellent overalll - smart, responsive, helpful
OCTOBER 26 2019

dr Stolar is one of the best
OCTOBER 24 2019

I've been going to Dr Stolar for over 20 years, he does a great job
OCTOBER 20 2019

I feel fortunate to have Dr Stolar as my physician
OCTOBER 19 2019

Dr. Stolar is the best internist we've ever had. I've been coming to see him since late 90's or early 2000. I
forget. I've recommended him to several of my friends and my husband is now a patient of Stolar's also.
Everyone I've recommended loves him.
OCTOBER 16 2019

Dr. Mark Stolar is the very best!!! I hope he never retires because he cannot be replaced.
OCTOBER 14 2019

I would give a 5 star + if I could
OCTOBER 14 2019

Dr. Stolar has been my Dr for almost 40 years. He is the best.

OCTOBER 13 2019

very good experience
OCTOBER 12 2019

I have been seeing Dr. Stolar for decades and have confidence in skill
OCTOBER 12 2019

I'm amazed by his knowledge
OCTOBER 10 2019

*Dr. Stolar is the best are provider I've ever had. He is thorough & always takes time to listen to me.
OCTOBER 5 2019

I have the very highest regard for Dr. Stolar's intelligence, knowledge and professionalism. That's why
I've been seeing him for over 30 years!
OCTOBER 5 2019

Doctor Stolar is professional and caring. I would recommend him to anyone.
SEPTEMBER 30 2019

Dr. Stolar is the best!!!!
SEPTEMBER 29 2019

Dr. Stolar is the model of what an outstanding physician should be and is. He had been treating for over
30 years and he is outstanding. Students can learn a great deal from him in the areas of patient care and
technical knowledge.
SEPTEMBER 28 2019

Dr. Stolar is the best, best doctor. my confidence in him is unquestionable; in fact, I brag about him! I'm
extremely satisfied
SEPTEMBER 28 2019

Dr. Stolar is outstanding in every way! Overall best physician I have ever had.
SEPTEMBER 26 2019

overall experience was pleasant and very satisfying.
SEPTEMBER 26 2019

Again, Dr. Stolar manages to maintain a personal connection that is often lacking in the health care field
these days. Always very good, attentive, and interested in his patients. Willing to answer questions and
provide substantive answers.
SEPTEMBER 19 2019

*Dr. Stolar has been my primary provider for 30+ years. He is amazing.
SEPTEMBER 17 2019

Dr. Stolar has been my primary for decades. Excellent physician!

Dr. Stolar has been my primary for decades. Excellent physician!
SEPTEMBER 8 2019

I would recommend Dr Stolar because he listens to your concerns and always finds a positive resolution,
and very good at follow up.
SEPTEMBER 5 2019

been with doctor for years. he is fantastic very knowledgable. makes me feel relaxed. straightforward yet
kind and compassionate
AUGUST 31 2019

good
AUGUST 24 2019

Dr. Stolar is terrific. He takes his time, he cares, he explains things, and he asks questions to make sure
the adjustments he is recommending make sense.
AUGUST 20 2019

Dr. Stolar is outstanding. He is able to address my anxiety and reassure me.
AUGUST 19 2019

Dr Stolar very professional but approachable. Invested in my care.
AUGUST 16 2019

Dr. Stolar always has me feeling as if he knows what he is doing, cares about my health, and not only
answers my questions, but informs me of what I might expect given my age. Consummate professional
and makes me feel as if he truly cares about my health. He is an asset to Northwestern!
AUGUST 15 2019

Dr. Stolar is an excellent doctor!
AUGUST 14 2019

Dr. Stolar is great.
AUGUST 13 2019

Dr. Stolar is an excellent doctor.
AUGUST 11 2019

Dr. Stolar is always responsive, competent and positive.
AUGUST 9 2019

Dr. Stolar is always very professional and compassionate. He communicates well and listens to the
patient which I appreciate. He instills confidence and I trust him and his abilities as a physician.
AUGUST 3 2019

best MD ever
AUGUST 2 2019

AUGUST 2 2019

Excellent bedside manner, never felt rushed, very thorough with his exam and testing. Highly
recommend.
AUGUST 2 2019

dr. Stolar is great, very personable and always shows a genuine concern for the health of his patients.
AUGUST 1 2019

Dr Stolar is and always has been exceptional in the care and service and concerns he provides. My only
primary doctor for over 20 years. Makes all other doctors pale in comparison.
AUGUST 1 2019

I felt heard, thoroughly evaluated, that my questions were answered, I was cared for, and given a boost
of confidence.
JULY 23 2019

all my questions were addressed
JULY 21 2019

Dr Stolar is the BEST doctor! A++
JULY 18 2019

Dr.Mark Stolar is a wonderful doctor. He is extremely competent and has a "bedside" manner which
makes him so special in the best way.
JULY 18 2019

I have seen Dr. Stolar for over 20 years. Wonderful and caring physician.
JULY 17 2019

Great!
JULY 12 2019

Dr. Stolar is my favorite doctor, hands down. I make an annual trip from the northwest suburbs to the
city to see him, even though i no longer work in the city and it's not convenient.
JULY 12 2019

great
JULY 11 2019

Dr. Stolar is excellent!!!!
JULY 11 2019

i continue to trust dr stolar's judgment completely. i'm a conservative when it comes to my health needs
and dr stolar is thorough and straightforward, but doesn't jump to unnecessary tests, which i greatly
appreciate. he's a wonderful listener. always makes me feel like i'm the only one he's caring for that day.
never rushed.
JULY 5 2019

JULY 5 2019

Dr Stolar is a wonderful internist!! I have total confidence in him.
JULY 5 2019

caring
JULY 1 2019

exceptional medical care from Dr. Stolar who has been my physical for over 30 years!
JUNE 29 2019

Dr. Stolar has been my primary care physician for many years. I regard him as one of the best doctors in
Chicago.
JUNE 29 2019

My confidence in Dr. Stolar and his staff couldn't be higher. I know that when I reach out to him through
MyChart, his staff will know the importance of my message and I receive either a call-back from his
Nurse, or a message through MyChart from Dr. Stolar within a very short time with instructions as to
how to proceed.
JUNE 29 2019

I've been going to Dr. Stolar for twenty years. Have never had any bad experiences
JUNE 29 2019

I am very confident in Dr Stolar overseeing my overall health wellbeing.
JUNE 28 2019

Dr Stolar has always been thorough and exceeds expectations of healthcare. He is an exceptional doctor
JUNE 25 2019

Dr. Stolar is an outstanding physician that has cared for me for years.
JUNE 22 2019

love my md
JUNE 21 2019

*Dr. Stolar has been my doctor since early 1990's. He is very patient, helpful, smart and very
knowledgeable. I trust him with my life & health.
JUNE 19 2019

Dr Stolar always takes a lot of time to listen to any concerns I have, understand my situation and
explains what he recommends
JUNE 17 2019

Dr. Stolar is the Best
JUNE 17 2019

I have had a few primary doctors over the years, and Dr. Stolar is by far, the best I have ever had. He
shows a true and genuine concern and his overall knowledge is exemplary.

shows a true and genuine concern and his overall knowledge is exemplary.
JUNE 17 2019

Dr. Mark Stolar is the greatest!
JUNE 17 2019

dr. Stolar is the BEST!
JUNE 16 2019

I consider Dr. Stolar to be the Best & Most Caring Internist there is! I travel from Arlington Heights to
see him but if I had to I would take a Plane!
JUNE 13 2019

*Dr. Stolar called thyroid whisperer - he knows his stuff - very helpful.
JUNE 13 2019

I've been a patient of Dr. Stolar for over 25 years, which is a testament to my faith & confidence in him
as my primary care doctor----he's AWESOME!
JUNE 10 2019

Dr. Stolar provides exceptional care always.
JUNE 9 2019

Dr. Stolar is always attentive, insightful, knowledge and professional.
JUNE 8 2019

I consult with a number of physicians at NW and without doubt Mark is the BEST ! Always thorough !
Cares ! He has seen me through a number of extremely, unusual medical issues !
JUNE 8 2019

I was not rushed and helped me understand questions that I had.very professional
JUNE 3 2019

Excellent and knowledgeable physician, have referred many patients
JUNE 3 2019

Simply said - Dr. Stolar is the best!
MAY 24 2019

I could not ask for a better Dr than Dr. Stolar, who has been my primary physician for over 20 years and
I have never been anything but completely happy with his care in every regard.
MAY 24 2019

I feel fortunate to have Dr Stolar as my physician
MAY 24 2019

I have been seeing Dr Stolar for over 20 years. He is a very good doctor.

MAY 19 2019

Dr. Stolar has taken exceptional care of me for more than 25 years
MAY 19 2019

I have yet to have a physician that comes close to Dr. Stolar. He blends professionalism and compassion
very well. I have and will continue to recommend him to anyone I know looking for a physician.
MAY 14 2019

Doctor Stolar and his entire staff are the best. There are no negatives.
MAY 12 2019

Dr. Stolar is the BEST!!!!!
MAY 10 2019

Always have a good experience *Dr. Stolar is #1 in my book.
MAY 10 2019

Dr Stolar is an excellent fit for me
MAY 10 2019

Dr. Stolar has been my Dr. for almost 20 years. He is one of the reasons I stay in Chicago!
MAY 7 2019

Excellent Care and Concern
MAY 6 2019

Dr Stolar is a gold-star physician. He is approachable and compassionate - I feel like he's a true partner
in my care and well-being. I'm so glad I found him.
MAY 1 2019

Dr. STolar is caring, extremely knowledgeable and very responsive to concerns.
MAY 1 2019

Doctor Stolar is the best ! That's why I drove at least 2 hours to see him!
APRIL 28 2019

I'm very fortunate to have Dr. Stolar as my PCP.
APRIL 26 2019

Dr. Mark Stollar is an excellent physician.
APRIL 24 2019

Dr. Stolar is amazing. He's kind, thorough, and unbelievably always on time. He's the greatest!
APRIL 23 2019

I have known many Physicians over the years and Dr. Stolar is by far, the most outstanding. he is an
excellent diagnostician, efficient, a great communicator, highly skilled, respectful and professional and
brilliant. He truly cares about his patients, is always following up with them and gives 100% of his

brilliant. He truly cares about his patients, is always following up with them and gives 100% of his
attention and focus to you when you are in his exam room. he truly goes above and beyond in every
area.
APRIL 22 2019

I've been a patient of Dr. Stolars for over 20 years. I would never change doctors.
APRIL 21 2019

Always listens and works on the problem with me. The best....That is why I have been with Dr. Stolar for
oner a decade and a half.
APRIL 19 2019

excellent patient care provided by the physician and his nurse assistant
APRIL 18 2019

Dr.Stolar is able to diagnose problems quickly and accurately. He spends time with you and is reassuring
.
APRIL 12 2019

Dr. Stolar has been my primary care physician for years. I trust him. He has always treated me
professionally and competently.
APRIL 9 2019

I have recommended the doctor. New patient was very satisfied.
APRIL 8 2019

Dr. Stolar exchanges a great deal of information with his patients. He accomplishes a lot in the
scheduled time without the patient's feeling rushed. Great time management. Superb knowledge.
APRIL 7 2019

Mark Stolar is the best--caring, knowledgable, and direct but in a kind way.
APRIL 7 2019

Dr Stolar is excellent!
APRIL 5 2019

I love this office and Dr. Stollar, its like visiting friends
MARCH 26 2019

Dr. Stolar is extremely knowledgeable and helpful in providing care for my health problems.
MARCH 24 2019

Dr. Stolar has always been thorough and competent. he takes time to explain issues and follow up care.
MARCH 22 2019

Dr Stolar has been my primary for years and best Doctor Ever
MARCH 18 2019

MARCH 18 2019

*Stoler is stellar - he's the best.
MARCH 18 2019

Dr. Mark Stolar is efficient's brilliance caring and knowledgeable it shows compassion and guidance. He
is an excellent doctor and my endocrinologist for life
MARCH 17 2019

Dr Stolar is a tremendous asset to Northwestern! He is the most talented and insightful physician I have
ever known. As a diabetic living with PCOS, his specialty in endocrinology is paramount for
understanding and treating my medical issues and helping to keep me on track.
MARCH 13 2019

I am very pleased with Dr. Stolar. I feel he is very concerned about my healthcare needs.
MARCH 13 2019

Dr Stolar is a wonderful doctor. I had an excellent experience
MARCH 12 2019

Doc Stolar is EXCELLENT! He is great! Friendly, approachable, easy to be around and tell him your
personal health concerns and issues - he's like a good friend that happens to be my doctor. He's very
professional. And most importantly I trust him!!!!
MARCH 2 2019

I go to this Northwestern practice NOT because it is Northwestern, but because of my long-time internist
who is fantastic.
MARCH 1 2019

Dr. Stolar is a doctor who treats the entire patient. He is kind, thoughtful, knowledgeable. He has given
me excellent care for many years. He checks in about flu shots, previous problems, and understands my
point of view. Don't let him retire.
FEBRUARY 26 2019

Provider was friendly, courtesy & informative.
FEBRUARY 25 2019

I ALWAYS brag about *Dr. Stolar & highly recommend him to my friends who are looking for a primary
care doctor.
FEBRUARY 22 2019

dr Stolar is a great internist
FEBRUARY 21 2019

Visit with Dr Stolar was excellent. He has demonstrated great judgment and professional knowledge.
FEBRUARY 17 2019

Dr. Stolar is exceptional

FEBRUARY 14 2019

Dr. Stolar is the best!
FEBRUARY 8 2019

Dr. Stolar is terrific.
FEBRUARY 8 2019

Dr. Stolar is an excellent physician. He is very informative, friendly, and I would say he is exemplar as a
Doctor. I feel like he is family. I would definitely recommend him to my friends and family, as well as the
other Doctors he has referred me too, whom I am very pleased with as well.
FEBRUARY 1 2019

I have been going to Dr Stolar for 20 years and he is excellent.
JANUARY 29 2019

He's the BEST!!
JANUARY 26 2019

Dr. Stolar took his time to answer and explain all questions during my exam. Never felt rushed.
JANUARY 23 2019

dr stolar is excellent
JANUARY 21 2019

Dr. Stolar is an excellent physician. He inspires confidence in his care decisions, and has a friendly,
caring demeanor.
JANUARY 21 2019

Dr. Stolar is the best!
JANUARY 21 2019

Dr Stolar is at the 'top of my rankings' for care provider. I have seen over 6 specialists (all at NW) and it
took Dr Stolar to 'pin point' and define the procedure needed to resolve all the intense pain I have been
suffering.
JANUARY 18 2019

Love, Love, Love Dr Stolar!
JANUARY 16 2019

Dr. Stolar has always been the best at listening, explaining and making sure I understand the care plan.
He has always treated me with compassion, respect and sincere caring.
JANUARY 15 2019

I cannot say enough about Dr. Mark Stolar. He truly listens and cares, and responds immediately to a
messages on my chart. Other doctors should model their patient care after that of Dr. Stolar.
JANUARY 12 2019

JANUARY 12 2019

Dr. Stolar is an excellent physician. I have always had complete trust that I am getting the best care. He
is a very good listener and problem solver, using his vast knowledge and experience to address my
concerns.
JANUARY 11 2019

I have been a patient of Dr. Stolar for 30 years, and I love Dr Stolar. I can't imagine a better doctor. I'm
hoping I die before he retires, cause I don't want to have break in a new doctor.
JANUARY 11 2019

Dr. Stolar excels at listening.
DECEMBER 31 2018

I find Dr. Stolar very professional yet friendly. He is a skilled physician and caring person.
DECEMBER 31 2018

Dr.Stolar is the absolute best internist I have ever had. Have been his patient for 17 years now. What a
fabulous, genuinely concerned physician he is.
DECEMBER 31 2018

Once again, I repeat that Dr. Stolar cannot ever retire.
DECEMBER 29 2018

Mark Stolar and his assistant are always friendly, knowledgeable and promt in their care. They provide
very personalized in their knowledge of me as an individual.
DECEMBER 21 2018

Dr. Mark Stolar is extremely thorough, competent, and has great bedside manner. I couldn't be happier
with him.
DECEMBER 14 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best in every way.
DECEMBER 14 2018

Dr Mark Stolar has been my doctor for 30 years. He is one of a kind and truly exceptional.
DECEMBER 13 2018

Dr. Stolar is prompt, knowledgeable, thorough and has the best Dr/ patient personality.
DECEMBER 13 2018

dr Stolar is simply exceptional. 5 stars!
DECEMBER 10 2018

Always treated very professionally and the staff are all very friendly.
DECEMBER 8 2018

I have good doctors but Dr Stolar always is a step above the rest. He is candid and compassionate and is
helpful even in areas outside of his field of expertise. I feel blessed to have him as my PCP.

helpful even in areas outside of his field of expertise. I feel blessed to have him as my PCP.
NOVEMBER 30 2018

I feel lucky to have Dr. Stolar as my doctor. I rely on his good judgment and expertise. I can discuss any
health issues with him -he is friendly and professional. I actually enjoy going in for my annual checkup.
NOVEMBER 23 2018

Dr. Stolar has been my doctor for almost 20 years. I don't trust my healthcare to anyone else. I moved to
Florida 3 years ago and return to Chicago a couple times a year just to Dr. Stolar. He is innovative,
forward thinking and has never given up on me even when others have.
NOVEMBER 22 2018

Dr. Stolar is very thorough, listens, efficient but also very friendly.
NOVEMBER 19 2018

Feel very lucky to have *Dr. Stolar as my physician for 20 years!
NOVEMBER 19 2018

Dr. is the BEST doctor I've ever had
NOVEMBER 18 2018

doctor Stolar is the best!
NOVEMBER 17 2018

Mark Stolar. best doctor I've ever had and I one from 3 generations of doctors
NOVEMBER 16 2018

good
NOVEMBER 15 2018

All good.
NOVEMBER 8 2018

Dr Mark Stolar is an exceptional privider. Easy to work with and personable.
NOVEMBER 6 2018

I have recommended Mark Stolar to many people - he's a great doctor
NOVEMBER 5 2018

Dr Stolar is an excellent internist and a mensch
NOVEMBER 2 2018

Dr. Stolar is very special'. His demeanor and atttude are always calming and reassuring.Always feel I'm
getting excellent care from a very knowledgeable doctor.
OCTOBER 31 2018

*Dr. Stolar is an excellent doctor. I would highly recommend him to anyone looking for a caring, highly
professional doctor.

professional doctor.
OCTOBER 27 2018

dr Stolar is the best!!!!
OCTOBER 25 2018

Dr. Mark Stolar is an outstanding care-giver and he expects and receives similar performance from his
support personnel.
OCTOBER 21 2018

Excellent overall!
OCTOBER 17 2018

Dr Stolar is exceptional in his care, service and promptness are the best.
OCTOBER 16 2018

I'm not the best patient, but *Dr. Stolar does his best to accommodate my needs & concerns.
OCTOBER 16 2018

Dr. Stolar is the absolute best!
OCTOBER 15 2018

I recommend Dr. Stolar to other doctors.
OCTOBER 14 2018

Dr. Stolar spent a lot of time explaining his recommendations & mapping out a plan for my future needs.
He showed tremendous empathy for me while allaying my concerns.
OCTOBER 13 2018

Mark is an awesome physician ! Caring, thorough. I just recommended him to a friend last evening.
OCTOBER 12 2018

Dr. Stolar is a great doctor! He explains my medical concerns very well. He is always patient, kind, and
knowledgeable. Dr. Stolar has been my doctor for many years and has helped me through many difficult
medical problems. I have the utmost confidence in him.
OCTOBER 8 2018

Annual checkup. Always impressed with his expertise.
OCTOBER 5 2018

I love Dr. Stolar
OCTOBER 5 2018

Dr. Stolar is a great guy
OCTOBER 4 2018

Dr Stolar has been my physician for over 20 years and I hold him in the highest regard.

OCTOBER 2 2018

good
SEPTEMBER 29 2018

Dr. Stolar was able to answer my questions and didn't just dismiss my concerns. I really appreciate that.
SEPTEMBER 24 2018

Dr. Stolar fit me into his busy schedule ,he assessed a very delicate problem and made me feel at ease .
SEPTEMBER 23 2018

Was seen 15 minutes before scheduled appointment!! Had long list of questions and issues. Was able to
cover them all. Reached decisions I am comfortable with. Got a good referral for follow-up. He has
always treated me like an equal part of my health care team.
SEPTEMBER 22 2018

extraordinary... "the absolute best"
SEPTEMBER 21 2018

Dr Stolar is awesome!
SEPTEMBER 19 2018

Dr. Stolar is always on time, efficient, and thorough.
SEPTEMBER 16 2018

Dr Stolar is extraordinary in both his medical knowledge and his compassion. I couldn't ask for a better
person
SEPTEMBER 14 2018

*Dr. Stolar is a pleasure to deal with. I have been his patient for over 25 years. He came out and greeted
me 10 minutes before my scheduled appointment and...
SEPTEMBER 13 2018

I've been a patient of Dr. Mark Stolar for 24 years. He is an excellent physician and I have a lot of
confidence in him. He listens, and also understands.
SEPTEMBER 9 2018

I almost don't want to recommend Dr. Stollar because if he has too many patients he won't have time
for me. Just kidding! I have referred many patients.
SEPTEMBER 9 2018

Dr Stolar is a great doctor. He is patient & informative. I like that he's very aware of my meds & how they
affect me. He is giving good ideas to control my diabetes & thyroid problems. I have told many people to
give him a call. My thanks to him.
SEPTEMBER 5 2018

excellent care, as usual.

SEPTEMBER 3 2018

Dr. Stolar is a very empathetic, extremely knowledgeable and competent physician which is why I have
seen him since 1985. His nurse Graciella is always helpful and a pleasure to be with.
AUGUST 27 2018

One of the best doctors I have ever had. He takes the time to make sure I understand what is going on
and what I should do. I trust him completely!
AUGUST 23 2018

It is too bad that I can not provide a 10 rating.
AUGUST 20 2018

dr stolar is the best
AUGUST 19 2018

*Dr. Stolar has been my "GP" for over 30 yrs. & has triaged me for complex & unusual medical issues.
AUGUST 19 2018

Dr Stolar is truly magnificent
AUGUST 19 2018

After seeing Dr. Stolar, I feel more confident in managing my diabetes as well as other health concerns.
AUGUST 18 2018

dr Stolar is an excellent physician and an asset to nw med
AUGUST 18 2018

Dr. Stolar is a gem! I've been seeing him for over 10 years. He's the best!
AUGUST 17 2018

Dr Stolar is a wonderful, caring doctor.
AUGUST 12 2018

Always make sure I understand.
AUGUST 6 2018

Only good words.
AUGUST 5 2018

Dr. Stolar is an excellent diagnostician. I trust him completely.
AUGUST 3 2018

Dr. Stolar was fantastic!!
AUGUST 3 2018

Dr. Stolar is excellent. I have recommended him to several friends and also believe my wife will begin
seeing him.

JULY 29 2018

Mark Stolar is a terrific doctor. I totally trust him.
JULY 27 2018

I absolutely trust Dr. Stolar. He is an excellent diagnostician and follows up on issues of concern and
allays my fears on issues that are worrying to me, but not indicative of a more serious condition.
JULY 26 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best.....words can't describe how good he is. very easy to communicate with him, very
sensitive, understands situations.....EXCELLENT!!
JULY 19 2018

Dr. Stolar is awesome
JULY 17 2018

Feel very fortunate to have *Dr. Stolar as my primary physician.
JULY 17 2018

I've been to Dr. Stolar for over 20 years. He is fantastic. Always caring; always takes his time.
JULY 15 2018

Dr. Stolar has been my MD for 30 years. I have seen many other physicians at Northwestern and they
don't even come close in terms of expertise and caring.
JULY 15 2018

Dr Stolar has been my endocrinologist/internist for many years.
JULY 13 2018

BEST!!
JULY 13 2018

Dr. Mark Stolar is a great doctor!
JULY 12 2018

I don't know what I would do if I didn't have Dr. Stolar as my primary physician.
JULY 6 2018

Dr. Stolar is the only reason I use this practice. You are 45 miles from my home and he is worth the
crummy commute
JULY 5 2018

Dr. Stolar is always thorough and excellent!
JULY 1 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best! he listens and is thorough. i would not trust my health care to anyone else!! we
have recommended him to numerous s family and friends and they all feel the same.

JUNE 29 2018

Dr. Stolar is fabulous.
JUNE 27 2018

Dr Mark Stolar is an exceptional physician and medical diagnostician. Great personality/ Has always
made me feel well taken care of.
JUNE 26 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best.
JUNE 25 2018

Dr. Stolar responded quickly to my new symptoms. I was able to have an MRI on same day, His use of My
Chart is very prompt and helpful.
JUNE 24 2018

Dr Stolar is truly exceptional. His control of his schedule is unparalleled, but I've never felt rushed
during an apt. He talks to me and not at me. I am involved in the discussion. He takes the health of his
patients very seriously, but is a pleasure to meet with.
JUNE 22 2018

Dr Stolar is very good Dr
JUNE 20 2018

I would give Dr Stolar 100. He always shows compassion for his patients. Don't know what I would do
without him.
JUNE 19 2018

No words to describe my confidence in Dr. Mark Stolar's care.
JUNE 14 2018

As I have said earlier I consider Dr. Stolar to be the Best Doctor I have ever had.
JUNE 14 2018

Dr. Stolar is by far leagues above most pcpHe has always been in the ballpark in his diagnosis and
treatment of my health conditions . He is committed to having his patient on only medication that is
necessary .My partner also sees him and feels the same .
JUNE 13 2018

Very confident in the doctor
JUNE 11 2018

excellent
JUNE 11 2018

Dr. Stolar is a kind and very professional doctor who listens and answers all your questions. A highly
recommended internist!

JUNE 11 2018

I have been a patient of Dr Stolar for a long time and when he saw my message on My Chart, he
recognized that I was in desperate need of help and worked to get me on in for an apt. I'm very thankful!
JUNE 10 2018

He is the best.
JUNE 8 2018

remarkable experience
JUNE 8 2018

very patient ,kind and caring
JUNE 7 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best!
JUNE 7 2018

Dr. Stollar is extremely knowledgeable and provides the best care and advice to remedy health issues.
JUNE 5 2018

I am a NW Indiana resident; Dr. Stolar who has been my primary physician for almost 20 years is the
reason all my medical needs are addressed through the various clinics at NM.
JUNE 2 2018

excellent practitioner
MAY 28 2018

Dr. Stolar is attentive, knowledgeable and no-nonsense. He is easy to communicate with and I have total
confidence in him.
MAY 11 2018

Dr. Stolar is the most intuitive, knowledgeable and kind physician I have ever encountered.
MAY 11 2018

Dr. Solar is an excellent physician!
MAY 11 2018

Dr. Stolar is always very thorough and takes time to answers my questions.
MAY 9 2018

Great
MAY 3 2018

no complain
MAY 3 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best. Too bad all doctors are not like him. I wish you had an "excellent" rating. Most
folks nervous going to doctor, he relaxes me. All around excellent care and concern. I've been with him

folks nervous going to doctor, he relaxes me. All around excellent care and concern. I've been with him
for about 30 years, now my kids are seeing him. I know he gets me the best care.
MAY 1 2018

Excellent care
APRIL 23 2018

Dr. Stolar is amazing! Truly the best of the best!!
APRIL 21 2018

Dr. Mark solar has been our doctor for over 20 years. he is a great diagnostition and always thoughtful
and caring.
APRIL 19 2018

My wife and I are extremely pleased with Dr. Mark Stolar
APRIL 18 2018

I found *Dr. Stolar very easy to talk to and comfortable. I have high hopes that he will address all my
issues.
APRIL 18 2018

Best practitioner I've ever seen.
APRIL 14 2018

An amazing are provider. have been a patient of Dr Stolar for more than 20 years. he is such s good
thinker and diagnostician,
APRIL 9 2018

Dr. Stolar is a wonderful doctor, wouldn't trade him for anyone.
APRIL 9 2018

I have been seeing Dr. Stolar for many years and he is always concerned about my well being beyond my
immediate problem for which I am visiting. He knows my medical past and is always friendly and caring.
I'm very blessed and glad that he is my doctor.
APRIL 9 2018

Dr. Stolar has been my primary care physician for many years. I have complete confidence in him. He is
an exceptional doctor. He has vast experience and has a caring "bedside" manner. He is reassuring and
definitive in his treatment plan and considers the entire patient and not just the symptoms.
APRIL 7 2018

Great service!
APRIL 4 2018

My confidence with Dr. Stolar is unquestionable.....he is the best. My rating is EXCELLENT (not just "very
good" but "excellent".

APRIL 3 2018

Dr Stolar is good at listening to my concerns and always able to give good advice.
APRIL 2 2018

dr stolar is the best!
MARCH 31 2018

he's been my dr for almost twenty years. I think that says it all
MARCH 30 2018

very good experience with Dr. Stolar
MARCH 29 2018

dr Stolar is the best.
MARCH 28 2018

*Dr. Stolar is knowledgeable and wise beyond his years.
MARCH 26 2018

I have been seeing Dr. Stolar for over 30 years and have recommend him to many--my husband,
mothelemler, brother, friends, etc. If he has any problem it is that he is so loaded with patients, he
cannot take on any ore!!! He is absolutely THE BEST111
MARCH 25 2018

I'VE recommended Mark Stolar to over a dozen people, he is an excellent doctor!
MARCH 23 2018

Great Experience
MARCH 23 2018

Mark is always extremely thorough. I have complete confidence in him. He has guided me thru extremely
difficult medical issues.
MARCH 19 2018

Awesome!
MARCH 18 2018

Love, love, love *Dr. Stolar. Really, would not want to see anyone else.
MARCH 17 2018

Dr. Stolar has been my primary care physician for years. I trust him and like him.
MARCH 17 2018

i love Dr Stolar. he is so caring and friendly. he ask a lot of questions and he does take care of my
medical issues i drive 50 miles just to ser him.
MARCH 16 2018

I really can't say enough about Dr. Stolar. He is an outstanding doctor and advocate for his patients. If I

I really can't say enough about Dr. Stolar. He is an outstanding doctor and advocate for his patients. If I
send him a message on My Chart - he always answers within 5-10 minutes. He is caring and shows
geniune concern
MARCH 15 2018

Dr. Stolar has been my PCP for many years and we have a great repore. He can do no wrong in my
opinion!
MARCH 15 2018

I have been a patient of Dr. Stolar for about 30 years we have recommended many new patients to him
over the years. We are very happy with him. He is a great asset to NWM
MARCH 12 2018

love dr. Stolar. he is the best.
MARCH 9 2018

Dr. Stolar is an extremely competent and compassionate human being; he serves Northwestern
Medicine well. He is an avid listener, thinks out of the box and is intent upon coming to a legitimate
diagnosis. Couldn't ask for a better physician.
MARCH 5 2018

Dr. Mark Stolar is wonderful-very knowledgeable and most importantly the best bedside mannerFEBRUARY 25 2018

Mark Stolar is one of the best MD's I see. I hope he does not retire as not sure what I will do.
FEBRUARY 23 2018

Excellent!
FEBRUARY 20 2018

Dr. Stolar is an excellent diagnostician.
FEBRUARY 19 2018

fantastic personal attention and care
FEBRUARY 19 2018

I have had such great care from Dr. Stolar over the past 25 est years that I have recommended him to all
of my family
FEBRUARY 18 2018

Dr Stolar is outstanding in the care he provides to me.
FEBRUARY 17 2018

I'm very lucky to have Dr. Stolar as my PCP, he always has my best interest at heart.
FEBRUARY 9 2018

Dr. Stolar spends much time explaining and answering my questions. He spends good time with me, not
like other doctors who spend minimal time with you, demonstrating they don't care about the patient.

like other doctors who spend minimal time with you, demonstrating they don't care about the patient.
FEBRUARY 9 2018

I feel lucky to have Dr. Stolar as my physician. He is not only extremely knowledgable but he explains
things well and I feel he looks out for my best welfare
FEBRUARY 5 2018

Dr. Stolar is outstanding
FEBRUARY 2 2018

He's the BEST.
FEBRUARY 1 2018

Dr Mark Stolar is an amazing Doctor. unbelievable bedside manner. Genuinely caring, engaging and
concerned.
JANUARY 31 2018

*Dr. Stolar is great & I feel he really listens.
JANUARY 30 2018

*Dr. Stolar is by far the best doctor I have ever known. I am lucky to be his patient.
JANUARY 26 2018

Always a pleasure.
JANUARY 26 2018

Would recommend Dr Stolar to anyone. I always feel well taken care of and leave confident that the
problems will be fixed.
JANUARY 22 2018

Dr Stolar is the best professional in his field - an exemplary listener, focused on providing the best
options for my treatment and quick to respond to my concerns.
JANUARY 20 2018

I will definitely recommend *Dr. Stolar to friends and family.
JANUARY 17 2018

*Dr. Stolar is an excellent care provider; I have the highest regard & confidence in his abilities &
concerns he shows.
JANUARY 12 2018

I have 100% confidence in Dr Stolar as does my wife and we would never hesitate to recommend the
provider or facility to any family or friend
JANUARY 7 2018

Dr. Stolar is a very competent and compassionate professional.
JANUARY 6 2018

JANUARY 6 2018

again no bad experience
JANUARY 2 2018

Dr. Stolar is the best - caring, professional, knowledgeable and creative in developing solutions.
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